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Abstract—The performance of single channel source separa-
tion algorithms has improved greatly in recent times with the
development and deployment of neural networks. However, many
such networks continue to operate on the magnitude spectrogram
of a mixture, and produce an estimate of source magnitude
spectrograms, to perform source separation. In this paper, we
interpret these steps as additional neural network layers and
propose an end-to-end source separation network that allows us
to estimate the separated speech waveform by operating directly
on the raw waveform of the mixture. Furthermore, we also
propose the use of masking based end-to-end separation networks
that jointly optimize the mask and the latent representations
of the mixture waveforms. These networks show a significant
improvement in separation performance compared to existing
architectures in our experiments. To train these end-to-end
models, we investigate the use of composite cost functions that
are derived from objective evaluation metrics as measured on
waveforms. We present subjective listening test results that
demonstrate the improvement attained by using masking based
end-to-end networks and also reveal insights into the performance
of these cost functions for end-to-end source separation.
Index Terms—End-to-end speech separation, deep learning,
cost functions, source separation, single channel, neural networks,
time domain, masking
I. INTRODUCTION
G IVEN a mixture of multiple sources, the goal of sourceseparation is to single-out the source of interest from
the given mixture. A special case of the source separation
problem is the single-channel setting wherein, the goal is to
separate the source of interest given only a single mixture
recording. To identify a source in the mixture, we assume that
we have training data available to learn source models. We
use training examples to build suitable models for the sources,
and then use these models for separating unseen mixtures into
its constituent sounds.
With the recent growing interest in deep learning and neural
networks (NN), several NN architectures have been proposed
to learn models for single-channel source separation. These
models are often trained discriminatively to separate a speaker
of interest given a mixture of multiple speakers [1], [2], [3],
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[4], [5], [6]. Despite significant advances, these approaches
predominantly rely on the use of STFTs as a front-end
transformation step. The NN operates on the magnitude
spectrogram of the mixture and aims to separate the speaker
of interest. The separation procedure often ignores the phase
component and restricts itself to magnitude spectrograms only.
Thus, these approaches do not take complete advantage of
all the information available in the waveforms of the signals.
Considering these drawbacks, Smaragdis proposed the use
of convolutional layers as a replacement to front-end and
inverse STFT steps [7]. Building on this, Venkataramani
et.al., proposed an end-to-end source separation network
that operated directly on waveforms of the mixture to learn
discriminative source separation models [8]. The STFT and
inverse STFT operations were replaced with convolution
and transposed convolution layers. This allowed the network
to operate on mixture waveforms directly and produce the
waveform of the separated source at the network output. Since
then, similar adaptive front-end based networks have been used
to perform end-to-end separation in low-latency conditions [9].
Pascual et. al., manually chunk the signal into frames to
operate on the waveforms for speech enhancement [10].
There have also been quite a few attempts towards learning
alternative end-to-end models for source separation and speech
enhancement [9], [11], [12], [13], [14], [5]. However, these
alternative methods experiment with bulky neural network
architectures like wavenets [15] or directly derive from
image-processing architectures [16]. Other approaches include
the use of fully convolutional networks to estimate the source
waveforms [11], [14] or use iterative phase estimation to
obtain better phase estimates for the source to improve source
separation performance [17]
With the advent of end-to-end source separation architectures,
there was a surge in interest to interpret evaluation and speech
intelligibility metrics as cost-functions for the networks. Fu
et.al., propose a fully convolutional network trained on the
Short-term Objective Intelligibility (STOI) measure [18] to
perform end-to-end single channel source separation [14], [19].
They demonstrated that minimizing of mean squared error
(MSE) does not equate to maximizing the intelligibility of the
network output. Kolbæk et.al., demonstrated that minimizing a
mean squared error loss on the short-time spectral amplitudes
of speech is equivalent to maximizing the STOI metric [20].
Despite these advances, these papers focus only on the speech
intelligibility aspects of source separation. A good separation
result has to be evaluated on multiple fronts: (i) Preservation
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of additional artifacts, and (iv) Speech Intelligibility of the
separated result. (i), (ii) and (iii) are measured in terms of
BSS_Eval metrics Source to Distortion ratio (SDR), Source to
Interference ratio (SIR), Source to Artifact ratio (SAR) [21].
Here, and in our prior work, we interpret these metrics
as neural network cost-functions and propose the use of
combinations of these terms to produce the best separation
performance [22].
In this paper, we build upon our prior work and propose
neural network architectures for end-to-end speech separation
and present three main contributions. We begin with the
STFT-based source separation network and (i) generalize the
architecture to develop a fully trainable end-to-end network
for source separation based on adaptive front-ends. (ii) We
extend this further and experiment with estimating separation
masks instead of the source directly. Thus, we can now jointly
optimize the estimated masks and the latent representations.
And (iii) we train these end-to-end models with composite
cost-functions from [22] that directly relate to audio quality
and intelligibility. This enables us to compare the separation
performance of these cost-functions over a variety of network
architectures and develop insights into the nature of these cost
functions using subjective listening tests.
II. SOURCE SEPARATION USING NEURAL NETWORKS
In this section, we begin with the Short-time Fourier
Transform based source separation network and sequentially
generalize our neural network architecture to develop a fully
adaptive auto-encoder based transform (AET). Replacing the
STFT by the AET allows us to develop end-to-end discrimi-
native models for source separation, that can now operate on
mixture waveforms directly, as well as allow the subsequent use
of more sophisticated cost functions that are often defined in
the time-domain. The presented network is initially developed
as one that directly estimates the separated sources, but we
also show how we can use a masking-like approach. Doing so
in the AET model results in a masking operation on a learned
time-frequency domain that is optimal for the goal at hand. The
general nature of this approach suggests that we could possibly
apply a similar strategy to develop end-to-end architectures for
other audio applications.
A. STFT model for Source separation
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the STFT-based source
separation network. The generalized short-time transform of a




x(nh+ t) · w(t) · b(k, t) (1)
In this equation, X(n, k) denotes the energy of the kth
component in the nth time frame of x, N represents the size
of the lowpass window function w, and h represents the hop
size of the short-time transform. The basis functions for the
transform are denoted by b(k, t). In case of STFT, b(k, t) is
replaced by the matrix of complex exponentials given by,
b(k, t) = exp
(
j




where integers k,t denote the frequency and time indices such




x(nh+ t) · w(t) · exp
(
j
2pi · k · t
N
)
The magnitude and phase components can be obtained as,
MSTFT(n, k) = |XSTFT(n, k)|
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Fig. 1. Source separation using the STFT. Magnitude and phase are initially
separated, then a neural network operates on the magnitudes, and phase is
used to modulate the network’s output in order to produce the resulting source
waveform.
As shown in Figure 1, the magnitude component (MSTFT)
is now given as the input to the neural network. The network
is trained to estimate the magnitude spectrogram of the source
given the mixture spectrogram. The mixture phase is multiplied
to the estimated source spectrogram to obtain the complex
valued STFT representation of the separated source. We then
transform the separated source to the time domain using the
inverse STFT step.
B. Smoothed STFT for source separation
Formulating the STFT in terms of complex bases requires
us to deal with complex numbers and their magnitude and
phase representations. A step towards developing end-to-end
models would be to interpret the STFT as a neural network
operation, but complex-valued neural nets present a set of
numerical challenges that we would like to avoid here. From
eq.(1), we see that Xnk is the result of a convolution operation
between the current frame [xnh, xnh+1, . . . , xnh+N−1] and the
kth basis, weighted by a window function. Thus, the real and
imaginary parts of the STFT can be obtained as the output of
a convolutional layer. The convolutional layer filters are set to
B which is obtained by stacking the real and imaginary parts
















This layer’s output contains the real and imaginary parts
of the STFT representation, albeit not in a complex number
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form. Instead of subsequently computing the magnitudes,
we could train the network to directly operate on these
coefficients. Note that the representation now contains twice
the number of coefficients as the STFT magnitudes. To obtain
a representation akin to STFT magnitudes, we use an abs(·)
non-linearity at the output of the convolutional layer.
Absolute value of STFT coefficients












Absolute value of real and imaginary parts of STFT coefficients













Absolute value of real and imaginary parts of STFT coefficients after smoothing













Fig. 2. (a) Absolute value of the first 15 STFT coefficients for a sequence
of piano notes. (b) Modulus of equivalent real and imaginary parts of STFT
coefficients. Note that we now deal with the first 30 coefficients instead. The
unsmoothed coefficients rapidly vary and have to be smoothed across time to
resemble what we would expect as a magnitude spectrogram. (c) Modulus of
real and imaginary parts of STFT coefficients after smoothing by a rectangular
filter of length 5.
Figure 2 compares the absolute value of the output of the
front-end convolutional layer (|X|) with the STFT magnitudes
for a sequence of piano notes. We see that these coefficients vary
rapidly compared to the STFT magnitudes, as a consequence
of incorporating the phase information into the representation.
These variations can potentially depend on the frequency of
the STFT bases, the frame-size and hop-size of the front-
end transform. Thus, to obtain a representation similar to the
magnitude spectrogram of the STFT, we need a temporal
smoothing operation on |X|. The effect of smoothing the real
and imaginary STFT coefficients using a rectangular window
of duration 5 samples is shown in Figure 2. We see that the
smoothed coefficients now resemble the STFT magnitudes.
The smoothing layer can be implemented as a convolutional
layer that applies a convolution operation across time.
M = |X| ∗ s (3)
Here, | · | represents the element-wise modulus operator, s
represents a filter-bank of smoothing filters and ∗ denotes the
one-dimensional convolution operation that is applied only
across time. This smoothing operation can also be interpreted
as a convolutional layer. This would allow us to learn suitable
smoothing filters tailored to each frequency component. We
follow the smoothing layer with a softplus non-linearity to
obtain a carrier/modulator representation of the audio signal.
The output of the smoothing layer is now denoted as the
modulation component (M) and captures the smooth aspects
of the STFT representation. The carrier component captures
the information lost by the abs(·) and smoothing operations





where, the division is element-wise.
Input Target 
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Fig. 3. Taking the model in figure 1, we implement it as a convolutional
network with a skip connection. The analysis layer implements a real-valued
version of the STFT by computing its real and imaginary components as
separate dimensions. Subsequent steps extract their corresponding amplitude,
process it, and recombine it with the original phase. The final layer implements
the inverse transform that produces the output waveform. We additionally use
a smoothing layer to compensate for the complementary modulations between
the sine and cosine coefficients.
Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the smoothed STFT
front-end for end-to-end source separation. As before, the
modulation component is given as the input to the separation
network. The carrier component of the mixture is multiplied
with the estimated source modulation and inverted into time
using a transposed convolution layer. The transposed convolu-
tional layer is also initialized as the front-end convolutional
layer in order to achieve perfect reconstruction. These layers
are held fixed during training. From Figure 7, we see that the
smoothed STFT model is comparable to STFT magnitudes in
terms of separation performance too.
C. Source separation using Adaptive Front Ends
Having developed an end-to-end separation network that
operates on mixture waveforms, we can now make the
convolutional and smoothing layers learnable to obtain an
end-to-end fully adaptive neural network. Making the front-end
and smoothing layers adaptive allows the network to learn
basis and smoothing functions directly from the raw waveform
of the signal. Thus, these functions would be optimal for
the separation task. The transposed convolutional layer acts
as an adaptive reconstruction step that transforms the audio
signal back into the waveform domain. We refer to this as
the auto-encoder transform (AET) front end. This allows us
the possibility to explore two possible configurations of the
AET networks. In the first configuration, the front-end and
synthesis convolutional layers share the same filters. The
second configuration is to allow the front-end and synthesis
convolutional layers to be independently trainable. In the
remainder of the paper, we refer to these configurations as
the AET and Full-AET respectively. Figure 5 gives the block
diagrams of the AET and Full-AET architectures.
Figure 4 shows the AET and Full-AET front-end filters
learned on Male-Female mixtures. We plot these filters in time
and frequency. We see that the filters are frequency selective
like the STFT. Also, the filters are concentrated towards the
lower frequencies and spread-out at the higher frequencies,
similar to the Mel-filter bank. Unlike the STFT, the filters
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Fig. 4. (a) A modulation spectrogram obtained of a speech mixture consisting of a male and female speaker, front-end convolutional layer filters, and their
corresponding normalized magnitude spectra for the Full-AET model (top) (b) A modulation spectrogram obtained for a speech mixture consisting of a male
and female speaker, front-end convolutional layer filters, and their corresponding normalized magnitude spectra for the AET model (bottom). The fron-end and
synthesis layers share the filters in the AET model while the Full-AET model allows the front-end and synthesis layers to have independent weights. The filters
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Filter: B1<latexit sha1_base64="kPTwvnS7NWJDlFwjqkdZZcOAWB0=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb9ejBwSB4CjMiuJyCgniMYEwgGYaeTk3SpGehu0YMw4gXL/6KFw8qXv0Fb/6NneWgiQ8KHu 9VUVXPTwRXaNvfxszs3PzCYmGpuLyyurZubmzeqDiVDGosFrFs+FSB4BHUkKOARiKBhr6Aut87H/j1W5CKx9E19hNwQ9qJeMAZRS155k4L4Q79ILvgAkGe3uetkGJXC2de5uS5Z5bssj2ENU2cMSmRMaqe+dVqxywNIUImqFJNx07QzahEzgTkxVaqIKGsRzvQ1DSiISg3Gz6SW3taaVtBLHVFaA3V3xMZDZXqh77uHFypJr2B+J/XTDE4djMeJSlCxEaLglRYGFuDVKw2l8BQ9DWhTHJ9q8W6V FKmM1FFHYIz+fI0qR2UT8rO1WGpQh9GaRTINtkl+8QhR6RCLkmV1Agjj+SZvJI348l4Md6Nj1HrjDFOcIv8gfH5A1limuM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kPTwvnS7NWJDlFwjqkdZZcOAWB0=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb9ejBwSB4CjMiuJyCgniMYEwgGYaeTk3SpGehu0YMw4gXL/6KFw8qXv0Fb/6NneWgiQ8KHu 9VUVXPTwRXaNvfxszs3PzCYmGpuLyyurZubmzeqDiVDGosFrFs+FSB4BHUkKOARiKBhr6Aut87H/j1W5CKx9E19hNwQ9qJeMAZRS155k4L4Q79ILvgAkGe3uetkGJXC2de5uS5Z5bssj2ENU2cMSmRMaqe+dVqxywNIUImqFJNx07QzahEzgTkxVaqIKGsRzvQ1DSiISg3Gz6SW3taaVtBLHVFaA3V3xMZDZXqh77uHFypJr2B+J/XTDE4djMeJSlCxEaLglRYGFuDVKw2l8BQ9DWhTHJ9q8W6V FKmM1FFHYIz+fI0qR2UT8rO1WGpQh9GaRTINtkl+8QhR6RCLkmV1Agjj+SZvJI348l4Md6Nj1HrjDFOcIv8gfH5A1limuM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kPTwvnS7NWJDlFwjqkdZZcOAWB0=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb9ejBwSB4CjMiuJyCgniMYEwgGYaeTk3SpGehu0YMw4gXL/6KFw8qXv0Fb/6NneWgiQ8KHu 9VUVXPTwRXaNvfxszs3PzCYmGpuLyyurZubmzeqDiVDGosFrFs+FSB4BHUkKOARiKBhr6Aut87H/j1W5CKx9E19hNwQ9qJeMAZRS155k4L4Q79ILvgAkGe3uetkGJXC2de5uS5Z5bssj2ENU2cMSmRMaqe+dVqxywNIUImqFJNx07QzahEzgTkxVaqIKGsRzvQ1DSiISg3Gz6SW3taaVtBLHVFaA3V3xMZDZXqh77uHFypJr2B+J/XTDE4djMeJSlCxEaLglRYGFuDVKw2l8BQ9DWhTHJ9q8W6V FKmM1FFHYIz+fI0qR2UT8rO1WGpQh9GaRTINtkl+8QhR6RCLkmV1Agjj+SZvJI348l4Md6Nj1HrjDFOcIv8gfH5A1limuM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kPTwvnS7NWJDlFwjqkdZZcOAWB0=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb9ejBwSB4CjMiuJyCgniMYEwgGYaeTk3SpGehu0YMw4gXL/6KFw8qXv0Fb/6NneWgiQ8KHu 9VUVXPTwRXaNvfxszs3PzCYmGpuLyyurZubmzeqDiVDGosFrFs+FSB4BHUkKOARiKBhr6Aut87H/j1W5CKx9E19hNwQ9qJeMAZRS155k4L4Q79ILvgAkGe3uetkGJXC2de5uS5Z5bssj2ENU2cMSmRMaqe+dVqxywNIUImqFJNx07QzahEzgTkxVaqIKGsRzvQ1DSiISg3Gz6SW3taaVtBLHVFaA3V3xMZDZXqh77uHFypJr2B+J/XTDE4djMeJSlCxEaLglRYGFuDVKw2l8BQ9DWhTHJ9q8W6V FKmM1FFHYIz+fI0qR2UT8rO1WGpQh9GaRTINtkl+8QhR6RCLkmV1Agjj+SZvJI348l4Md6Nj1HrjDFOcIv8gfH5A1limuM=</latexit> Filter: B2<latexit sha1_base64="Ie8wG8LMkSeWLVhcNMcFI0RLi3M=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMHB4PgKcwEweUUFMRjBMcEkiH0dGqSJj0L3TViGEa8ePFXvHhQ8eovePNv7CwHTXxQ8Hiviqp6Xiy4Qsv6NnJz8wuLS/nlwsrq2vpGcXPrRkWJZOCwSESy4VEFgofgIEcBjVgCDTwBda9/PvTrtyAVj8JrHMTgBrQbcp8zilpqF3dbCHfo+ekFFwjy9D5rBRR7Wjhrp5UsaxdLVtkawZwl 9oSUyAS1dvGr1YlYEkCITFClmrYVo5tSiZwJyAqtREFMWZ92oalpSANQbjp6JDP3tdIx/UjqCtEcqb8nUhooNQg83Tm8Uk17Q/E/r5mgf+ymPIwThJCNF/mJMDEyh6mYHS6BoRhoQpnk+laT9aikTGeiCjoEe/rlWeJUyidl++qwVKUP4zTyZIfskQNikyNSJZekRhzCyCN5Jq/kzXgyXox342PcmjMmCW6TPzA+fwBa55rk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ie8wG8LMkSeWLVhcNMcFI0RLi3M=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMHB4PgKcwEweUUFMRjBMcEkiH0dGqSJj0L3TViGEa8ePFXvHhQ8eovePNv7CwHTXxQ8Hiviqp6Xiy4Qsv6NnJz8wuLS/nlwsrq2vpGcXPrRkWJZOCwSESy4VEFgofgIEcBjVgCDTwBda9/PvTrtyAVj8JrHMTgBrQbcp8zilpqF3dbCHfo+ekFFwjy9D5rBRR7Wjhrp5UsaxdLVtkawZwl 9oSUyAS1dvGr1YlYEkCITFClmrYVo5tSiZwJyAqtREFMWZ92oalpSANQbjp6JDP3tdIx/UjqCtEcqb8nUhooNQg83Tm8Uk17Q/E/r5mgf+ymPIwThJCNF/mJMDEyh6mYHS6BoRhoQpnk+laT9aikTGeiCjoEe/rlWeJUyidl++qwVKUP4zTyZIfskQNikyNSJZekRhzCyCN5Jq/kzXgyXox342PcmjMmCW6TPzA+fwBa55rk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ie8wG8LMkSeWLVhcNMcFI0RLi3M=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMHB4PgKcwEweUUFMRjBMcEkiH0dGqSJj0L3TViGEa8ePFXvHhQ8eovePNv7CwHTXxQ8Hiviqp6Xiy4Qsv6NnJz8wuLS/nlwsrq2vpGcXPrRkWJZOCwSESy4VEFgofgIEcBjVgCDTwBda9/PvTrtyAVj8JrHMTgBrQbcp8zilpqF3dbCHfo+ekFFwjy9D5rBRR7Wjhrp5UsaxdLVtkawZwl 9oSUyAS1dvGr1YlYEkCITFClmrYVo5tSiZwJyAqtREFMWZ92oalpSANQbjp6JDP3tdIx/UjqCtEcqb8nUhooNQg83Tm8Uk17Q/E/r5mgf+ymPIwThJCNF/mJMDEyh6mYHS6BoRhoQpnk+laT9aikTGeiCjoEe/rlWeJUyidl++qwVKUP4zTyZIfskQNikyNSJZekRhzCyCN5Jq/kzXgyXox342PcmjMmCW6TPzA+fwBa55rk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ie8wG8LMkSeWLVhcNMcFI0RLi3M=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMHB4PgKcwEweUUFMRjBMcEkiH0dGqSJj0L3TViGEa8ePFXvHhQ8eovePNv7CwHTXxQ8Hiviqp6Xiy4Qsv6NnJz8wuLS/nlwsrq2vpGcXPrRkWJZOCwSESy4VEFgofgIEcBjVgCDTwBda9/PvTrtyAVj8JrHMTgBrQbcp8zilpqF3dbCHfo+ekFFwjy9D5rBRR7Wjhrp5UsaxdLVtkawZwl 9oSUyAS1dvGr1YlYEkCITFClmrYVo5tSiZwJyAqtREFMWZ92oalpSANQbjp6JDP3tdIx/UjqCtEcqb8nUhooNQg83Tm8Uk17Q/E/r5mgf+ymPIwThJCNF/mJMDEyh6mYHS6BoRhoQpnk+laT9aikTGeiCjoEe/rlWeJUyidl++qwVKUP4zTyZIfskQNikyNSJZekRhzCyCN5Jq/kzXgyXox342PcmjMmCW6TPzA+fwBa55rk</latexit>
X<latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sDDNvef MmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZPXib+Wf2q7t2e1 xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sDDNvef MmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZPXib+Wf2q7t2e1 xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sDDNvef MmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZPXib+Wf2q7t2e1 xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sDDNvef MmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZPXib+Wf2q7t2e1 xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit> M<latexit sha1_base64="PXJQw7poUBn7YsniaJ6jl9BCtKY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvi0XwVBIR1FvBixehgrHFNtTN9qVdutmE3Y1QQv+FFw8qXv053vw3btoetHVgYZh5y5s3YSq4Nq777Swtr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39e51kiqHPEpGoVkg1Ci7RN9wIbKUKaRwKbIbDq8JvPqHSPJF3ZpRiENO+5BFn1FjpoRNTMwij/GbcrVTdmjsBWSTejFRhhka38tXpJSyLURomqNZt z01NkFNlOBM4LncyjSllQ9rHtqWSxqiDfJJ4TI6t0iNRouyThkzU3z9yGms9ikM7WSTU814h/ue1MxNdBDmXaWZQsumiKBPEJKQ4n/S4QmbEyBLKFLdZCRtQRZmxJZVtCd78yYvEP61d1rzbs2r9sT5towSHcAQn4ME51OEaGuADAwnP8ApvjnZenHfnYzq65MwaPIA/cD5/AEKqkSM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PXJQw7poUBn7YsniaJ6jl9BCtKY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvi0XwVBIR1FvBixehgrHFNtTN9qVdutmE3Y1QQv+FFw8qXv053vw3btoetHVgYZh5y5s3YSq4Nq777Swtr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39e51kiqHPEpGoVkg1Ci7RN9wIbKUKaRwKbIbDq8JvPqHSPJF3ZpRiENO+5BFn1FjpoRNTMwij/GbcrVTdmjsBWSTejFRhhka38tXpJSyLURomqNZt z01NkFNlOBM4LncyjSllQ9rHtqWSxqiDfJJ4TI6t0iNRouyThkzU3z9yGms9ikM7WSTU814h/ue1MxNdBDmXaWZQsumiKBPEJKQ4n/S4QmbEyBLKFLdZCRtQRZmxJZVtCd78yYvEP61d1rzbs2r9sT5towSHcAQn4ME51OEaGuADAwnP8ApvjnZenHfnYzq65MwaPIA/cD5/AEKqkSM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PXJQw7poUBn7YsniaJ6jl9BCtKY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvi0XwVBIR1FvBixehgrHFNtTN9qVdutmE3Y1QQv+FFw8qXv053vw3btoetHVgYZh5y5s3YSq4Nq777Swtr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39e51kiqHPEpGoVkg1Ci7RN9wIbKUKaRwKbIbDq8JvPqHSPJF3ZpRiENO+5BFn1FjpoRNTMwij/GbcrVTdmjsBWSTejFRhhka38tXpJSyLURomqNZt z01NkFNlOBM4LncyjSllQ9rHtqWSxqiDfJJ4TI6t0iNRouyThkzU3z9yGms9ikM7WSTU814h/ue1MxNdBDmXaWZQsumiKBPEJKQ4n/S4QmbEyBLKFLdZCRtQRZmxJZVtCd78yYvEP61d1rzbs2r9sT5towSHcAQn4ME51OEaGuADAwnP8ApvjnZenHfnYzq65MwaPIA/cD5/AEKqkSM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PXJQw7poUBn7YsniaJ6jl9BCtKY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvi0XwVBIR1FvBixehgrHFNtTN9qVdutmE3Y1QQv+FFw8qXv053vw3btoetHVgYZh5y5s3YSq4Nq777Swtr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39e51kiqHPEpGoVkg1Ci7RN9wIbKUKaRwKbIbDq8JvPqHSPJF3ZpRiENO+5BFn1FjpoRNTMwij/GbcrVTdmjsBWSTejFRhhka38tXpJSyLURomqNZt z01NkFNlOBM4LncyjSllQ9rHtqWSxqiDfJJ4TI6t0iNRouyThkzU3z9yGms9ikM7WSTU814h/ue1MxNdBDmXaWZQsumiKBPEJKQ4n/S4QmbEyBLKFLdZCRtQRZmxJZVtCd78yYvEP61d1rzbs2r9sT5towSHcAQn4ME51OEaGuADAwnP8ApvjnZenHfnYzq65MwaPIA/cD5/AEKqkSM=</latexit>
C = X/M
<latexit sha1_base64="EiYPr8WISQgS4lIQZP2nbh5KNPk=">AAACCnicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXbkKL4KrOiKAuhEI3boQKji20Q82kmTY0cyHJCGWYvRtfxY0LFbc+gTvfxkwvoK0/BL7854Sc83sxZ1JZ1rdRWFpeWV0rrpc2Nre2d8zdvTsZJYJQh0Q8Ei0PS8pZSB3FFKetWFAceJw2vWE9rzcfqJAsCm/VKKZugPsh8xnBSltds9wJsBp4flrP0CWaXVrZ8Qyvs65ZsarWWGgR7ClU YKpG1/zq9CKSBDRUhGMp27YVKzfFQjHCaVbqJJLGmAxxn7Y1hjig0k3Hu2ToUDs95EdCn1Chsfv7RYoDKUeBpzvzCeV8LTf/q7UT5Z+7KQvjRNGQTD7yE45UhPJgUI8JShQfacBEMD0rIgMsMFE6vpIOwZ5feRGck+pF1b45rdTua5M0inAAZTgCG86gBlfQAAcIPMIzvMKb8WS8GO/Gx6S1YEwT3Ic/Mj5/AEx7mxc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EiYPr8WISQgS4lIQZP2nbh5KNPk=">AAACCnicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXbkKL4KrOiKAuhEI3boQKji20Q82kmTY0cyHJCGWYvRtfxY0LFbc+gTvfxkwvoK0/BL7854Sc83sxZ1JZ1rdRWFpeWV0rrpc2Nre2d8zdvTsZJYJQh0Q8Ei0PS8pZSB3FFKetWFAceJw2vWE9rzcfqJAsCm/VKKZugPsh8xnBSltds9wJsBp4flrP0CWaXVrZ8Qyvs65ZsarWWGgR7ClU YKpG1/zq9CKSBDRUhGMp27YVKzfFQjHCaVbqJJLGmAxxn7Y1hjig0k3Hu2ToUDs95EdCn1Chsfv7RYoDKUeBpzvzCeV8LTf/q7UT5Z+7KQvjRNGQTD7yE45UhPJgUI8JShQfacBEMD0rIgMsMFE6vpIOwZ5feRGck+pF1b45rdTua5M0inAAZTgCG86gBlfQAAcIPMIzvMKb8WS8GO/Gx6S1YEwT3Ic/Mj5/AEx7mxc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EiYPr8WISQgS4lIQZP2nbh5KNPk=">AAACCnicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXbkKL4KrOiKAuhEI3boQKji20Q82kmTY0cyHJCGWYvRtfxY0LFbc+gTvfxkwvoK0/BL7854Sc83sxZ1JZ1rdRWFpeWV0rrpc2Nre2d8zdvTsZJYJQh0Q8Ei0PS8pZSB3FFKetWFAceJw2vWE9rzcfqJAsCm/VKKZugPsh8xnBSltds9wJsBp4flrP0CWaXVrZ8Qyvs65ZsarWWGgR7ClU YKpG1/zq9CKSBDRUhGMp27YVKzfFQjHCaVbqJJLGmAxxn7Y1hjig0k3Hu2ToUDs95EdCn1Chsfv7RYoDKUeBpzvzCeV8LTf/q7UT5Z+7KQvjRNGQTD7yE45UhPJgUI8JShQfacBEMD0rIgMsMFE6vpIOwZ5feRGck+pF1b45rdTua5M0inAAZTgCG86gBlfQAAcIPMIzvMKb8WS8GO/Gx6S1YEwT3Ic/Mj5/AEx7mxc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EiYPr8WISQgS4lIQZP2nbh5KNPk=">AAACCnicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXbkKL4KrOiKAuhEI3boQKji20Q82kmTY0cyHJCGWYvRtfxY0LFbc+gTvfxkwvoK0/BL7854Sc83sxZ1JZ1rdRWFpeWV0rrpc2Nre2d8zdvTsZJYJQh0Q8Ei0PS8pZSB3FFKetWFAceJw2vWE9rzcfqJAsCm/VKKZugPsh8xnBSltds9wJsBp4flrP0CWaXVrZ8Qyvs65ZsarWWGgR7ClU YKpG1/zq9CKSBDRUhGMp27YVKzfFQjHCaVbqJJLGmAxxn7Y1hjig0k3Hu2ToUDs95EdCn1Chsfv7RYoDKUeBpzvzCeV8LTf/q7UT5Z+7KQvjRNGQTD7yE45UhPJgUI8JShQfacBEMD0rIgMsMFE6vpIOwZ5feRGck+pF1b45rdTua5M0inAAZTgCG86gBlfQAAcIPMIzvMKb8WS8GO/Gx6S1YEwT3Ic/Mj5/AEx7mxc=</latexit>
Input Target
Analysis





X<latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sDDNvef MmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZPXib+Wf2q7t2e1 xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sDDNvef MmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZPXib+Wf2q7t2e1 xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sDDNvef MmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZPXib+Wf2q7t2e1 xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sDDNvef MmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZPXib+Wf2q7t2e1 xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit> M<latexit sha1_base64="PXJQw7poUBn7YsniaJ6jl9BCtKY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvi0XwVBIR1FvBixehgrHFNtTN9qVdutmE3Y1QQv+FFw8qXv053vw3btoetHVgYZh5y5s3YSq4Nq777Swtr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39e51kiqHPEpGoVkg1Ci7RN9wIbKUKaRwKbIbDq8JvPqHSPJF3ZpRiENO+5BFn1FjpoRNTMwij/GbcrVTdmjsBWSTejFRhhka38tXpJSyLURomqNZt z01NkFNlOBM4LncyjSllQ9rHtqWSxqiDfJJ4TI6t0iNRouyThkzU3z9yGms9ikM7WSTU814h/ue1MxNdBDmXaWZQsumiKBPEJKQ4n/S4QmbEyBLKFLdZCRtQRZmxJZVtCd78yYvEP61d1rzbs2r9sT5towSHcAQn4ME51OEaGuADAwnP8ApvjnZenHfnYzq65MwaPIA/cD5/AEKqkSM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PXJQw7poUBn7YsniaJ6jl9BCtKY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvi0XwVBIR1FvBixehgrHFNtTN9qVdutmE3Y1QQv+FFw8qXv053vw3btoetHVgYZh5y5s3YSq4Nq777Swtr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39e51kiqHPEpGoVkg1Ci7RN9wIbKUKaRwKbIbDq8JvPqHSPJF3ZpRiENO+5BFn1FjpoRNTMwij/GbcrVTdmjsBWSTejFRhhka38tXpJSyLURomqNZt z01NkFNlOBM4LncyjSllQ9rHtqWSxqiDfJJ4TI6t0iNRouyThkzU3z9yGms9ikM7WSTU814h/ue1MxNdBDmXaWZQsumiKBPEJKQ4n/S4QmbEyBLKFLdZCRtQRZmxJZVtCd78yYvEP61d1rzbs2r9sT5towSHcAQn4ME51OEaGuADAwnP8ApvjnZenHfnYzq65MwaPIA/cD5/AEKqkSM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PXJQw7poUBn7YsniaJ6jl9BCtKY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvi0XwVBIR1FvBixehgrHFNtTN9qVdutmE3Y1QQv+FFw8qXv053vw3btoetHVgYZh5y5s3YSq4Nq777Swtr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39e51kiqHPEpGoVkg1Ci7RN9wIbKUKaRwKbIbDq8JvPqHSPJF3ZpRiENO+5BFn1FjpoRNTMwij/GbcrVTdmjsBWSTejFRhhka38tXpJSyLURomqNZt z01NkFNlOBM4LncyjSllQ9rHtqWSxqiDfJJ4TI6t0iNRouyThkzU3z9yGms9ikM7WSTU814h/ue1MxNdBDmXaWZQsumiKBPEJKQ4n/S4QmbEyBLKFLdZCRtQRZmxJZVtCd78yYvEP61d1rzbs2r9sT5towSHcAQn4ME51OEaGuADAwnP8ApvjnZenHfnYzq65MwaPIA/cD5/AEKqkSM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PXJQw7poUBn7YsniaJ6jl9BCtKY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvi0XwVBIR1FvBixehgrHFNtTN9qVdutmE3Y1QQv+FFw8qXv053vw3btoetHVgYZh5y5s3YSq4Nq777Swtr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39e51kiqHPEpGoVkg1Ci7RN9wIbKUKaRwKbIbDq8JvPqHSPJF3ZpRiENO+5BFn1FjpoRNTMwij/GbcrVTdmjsBWSTejFRhhka38tXpJSyLURomqNZt z01NkFNlOBM4LncyjSllQ9rHtqWSxqiDfJJ4TI6t0iNRouyThkzU3z9yGms9ikM7WSTU814h/ue1MxNdBDmXaWZQsumiKBPEJKQ4n/S4QmbEyBLKFLdZCRtQRZmxJZVtCd78yYvEP61d1rzbs2r9sT5towSHcAQn4ME51OEaGuADAwnP8ApvjnZenHfnYzq65MwaPIA/cD5/AEKqkSM=</latexit>
C = X/M
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Fig. 5. Block diagrams of end-to-end source separation networks using the
AET (a), and the Full-AET (b). In contrast to before, these models have a
trainable front-end as opposed to using a fixed Fourier-related filterbank. In the
case of the Full-AET, the final layer has an independent trainable filterbank,
whereas the AET is using the transpose of the learned analysis filterbank.
of the front-end and synthesis convolutional layers are not
restricted to be orthogonal or inverse versions of each other. In
addition, the stride of the convolutional layers also plays a role
in developing trainable architectures. The effect of striding on
AET and Full-AET models is discussed in section IV-A5 and
Figure 9.
D. Source separation using Mask Estimation
As seen previously, the carrier component C = XM retains
the information lost by the abs(·) .and smoothing operations.
The carrier component is multiplied to the output of the
separation network, along the lines of the STFT phase. This
can be interpreted as a skipped connection that benefits the
transport of gradients through the network [23]. A popular
source separation strategy is to estimate the ideal-ratio mask
(IRM) for the source of interest [24]. The IRM contains a value
between 0 and 1 for each time-frequency bin and is applied as
an element-wise multiplication on the complex-valued STFT
of the mixture to estimate the complex-valued STFT of the
source. In the case of neural networks, the estimation of IRMs
has been shown to be beneficial for source separation [25].
We can simplify the nature of our skipped connections
by adopting a similar mask estimation strategy. The mask
estimation equivalents of the proposed architectures are shown
in Figure 6. In these figures, the DNN is assumed to have a
sigmoid non-linearity in its last layer, and generates a value
between 0 and 1 at its output. Note that, in Figure 6 (b) and
(c), the masks are applied on the adaptive latent representation
of the signal. We also note that these networks are still trained
in an end-to-end manner similar to the above architectures.
Combining mask estimation with the proposed networks, we
now have the following 7 architectures for source separation.
We list the architectures and also briefly point out the salient
aspects of each model. The corresponding block diagram
figures are also linked in the following brackets.
(i) STFT: uses STFT magnitudes for source
separation (Figure 1).
(ii) STFT smoothed: uses smoothed real and imaginary
STFT coefficients for source separation (Figure 3).























(a) Source separation using
STFT + smoothing + masking
(b) Source separation using
AET + mask 
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Filter: B1<latexit sha1_base64="//QW0lm18GGkHQxIBXUUKXne/OU=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMHg0XwVBIR/DgVBfFYwdhKW8pmO2mXbj7YnYglxJsX/4oXDype/Qve/Ddu2h609 cHA470ZZuZ5seAKbfvbmJmdm19YLCwVl1dW19bNjc0bFSWSgcsiEcm6RxUIHoKLHAXUYwk08ATUvP557tfuQCoehdc4iKEV0G7Ifc4oaqlt7jQR7tHz0wsuEOTpQ9YMKPa0cNZOnSxrmyW7bA9hTRNnTEpkjGrb/Gp2IpYEECITVKmGY8fYSqlEzgRkxWaiIKasT7vQ0DSkAahWOnwks/a00rH8SOoK0RqqvydSGig1CDzdmV+pJr1c/M9rJOgft1IexglCyEaL/ERYGFl5KlaHS2A oBppQJrm+1WI9KinTmaiiDsGZfHmauAflk7JzdViq3I7TKJBtskv2iUOOSIVckipxCSOP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PUeuMMZ7ZIn9gfP4AMPqaWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="//QW0lm18GGkHQxIBXUUKXne/OU=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMHg0XwVBIR/DgVBfFYwdhKW8pmO2mXbj7YnYglxJsX/4oXDype/Qve/Ddu2h609 cHA470ZZuZ5seAKbfvbmJmdm19YLCwVl1dW19bNjc0bFSWSgcsiEcm6RxUIHoKLHAXUYwk08ATUvP557tfuQCoehdc4iKEV0G7Ifc4oaqlt7jQR7tHz0wsuEOTpQ9YMKPa0cNZOnSxrmyW7bA9hTRNnTEpkjGrb/Gp2IpYEECITVKmGY8fYSqlEzgRkxWaiIKasT7vQ0DSkAahWOnwks/a00rH8SOoK0RqqvydSGig1CDzdmV+pJr1c/M9rJOgft1IexglCyEaL/ERYGFl5KlaHS2A oBppQJrm+1WI9KinTmaiiDsGZfHmauAflk7JzdViq3I7TKJBtskv2iUOOSIVckipxCSOP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PUeuMMZ7ZIn9gfP4AMPqaWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="//QW0lm18GGkHQxIBXUUKXne/OU=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMHg0XwVBIR/DgVBfFYwdhKW8pmO2mXbj7YnYglxJsX/4oXDype/Qve/Ddu2h609 cHA470ZZuZ5seAKbfvbmJmdm19YLCwVl1dW19bNjc0bFSWSgcsiEcm6RxUIHoKLHAXUYwk08ATUvP557tfuQCoehdc4iKEV0G7Ifc4oaqlt7jQR7tHz0wsuEOTpQ9YMKPa0cNZOnSxrmyW7bA9hTRNnTEpkjGrb/Gp2IpYEECITVKmGY8fYSqlEzgRkxWaiIKasT7vQ0DSkAahWOnwks/a00rH8SOoK0RqqvydSGig1CDzdmV+pJr1c/M9rJOgft1IexglCyEaL/ERYGFl5KlaHS2A oBppQJrm+1WI9KinTmaiiDsGZfHmauAflk7JzdViq3I7TKJBtskv2iUOOSIVckipxCSOP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PUeuMMZ7ZIn9gfP4AMPqaWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="//QW0lm18GGkHQxIBXUUKXne/OU=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMHg0XwVBIR/DgVBfFYwdhKW8pmO2mXbj7YnYglxJsX/4oXDype/Qve/Ddu2h609 cHA470ZZuZ5seAKbfvbmJmdm19YLCwVl1dW19bNjc0bFSWSgcsiEcm6RxUIHoKLHAXUYwk08ATUvP557tfuQCoehdc4iKEV0G7Ifc4oaqlt7jQR7tHz0wsuEOTpQ9YMKPa0cNZOnSxrmyW7bA9hTRNnTEpkjGrb/Gp2IpYEECITVKmGY8fYSqlEzgRkxWaiIKasT7vQ0DSkAahWOnwks/a00rH8SOoK0RqqvydSGig1CDzdmV+pJr1c/M9rJOgft1IexglCyEaL/ERYGFl5KlaHS2A oBppQJrm+1WI9KinTmaiiDsGZfHmauAflk7JzdViq3I7TKJBtskv2iUOOSIVckipxCSOP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PUeuMMZ7ZIn9gfP4AMPqaWw==</latexit> Filter: B2<latexit sha1_base64="1wv+CokQpRRcQV/BZNCYQ2ZxVi4=">AAACB3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY8eXAyCp7AbBB+noCAeIxgTyYYwO+lNhsw+mOkVw7LevPgrXjyoePUXvPk3ziY5aGJBQ1HVTXeXGwmu0LK+jdzc/MLiUn65sLK6tr5R3Ny6UWEsGdRZKELZdKkCwQOoI0cBzUgC9V0BDXdwnvmNO5CKh8E1DiNo+7QXcI8zilrqFHcdhHt0veSCCwR5+pA6PsW+Fs46SSVNO8 WSVbZGMGeJPSElMkGtU/xyuiGLfQiQCapUy7YibCdUImcC0oITK4goG9AetDQNqA+qnYweSc19rXRNL5S6AjRH6u+JhPpKDX1Xd2ZXqmkvE//zWjF6x+2EB1GMELDxIi8WJoZmlorZ5RIYiqEmlEmubzVZn0rKdCaqoEOwp1+eJfVK+aRsXx2WqreTNPJkh+yRA2KTI1Ill6RG6oSRR/JMXsmb8WS8GO/Gx7g1Z0xmtskfGJ8/Mn+aXA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1wv+CokQpRRcQV/BZNCYQ2ZxVi4=">AAACB3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY8eXAyCp7AbBB+noCAeIxgTyYYwO+lNhsw+mOkVw7LevPgrXjyoePUXvPk3ziY5aGJBQ1HVTXeXGwmu0LK+jdzc/MLiUn65sLK6tr5R3Ny6UWEsGdRZKELZdKkCwQOoI0cBzUgC9V0BDXdwnvmNO5CKh8E1DiNo+7QXcI8zilrqFHcdhHt0veSCCwR5+pA6PsW+Fs46SSVNO8 WSVbZGMGeJPSElMkGtU/xyuiGLfQiQCapUy7YibCdUImcC0oITK4goG9AetDQNqA+qnYweSc19rXRNL5S6AjRH6u+JhPpKDX1Xd2ZXqmkvE//zWjF6x+2EB1GMELDxIi8WJoZmlorZ5RIYiqEmlEmubzVZn0rKdCaqoEOwp1+eJfVK+aRsXx2WqreTNPJkh+yRA2KTI1Ill6RG6oSRR/JMXsmb8WS8GO/Gx7g1Z0xmtskfGJ8/Mn+aXA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1wv+CokQpRRcQV/BZNCYQ2ZxVi4=">AAACB3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY8eXAyCp7AbBB+noCAeIxgTyYYwO+lNhsw+mOkVw7LevPgrXjyoePUXvPk3ziY5aGJBQ1HVTXeXGwmu0LK+jdzc/MLiUn65sLK6tr5R3Ny6UWEsGdRZKELZdKkCwQOoI0cBzUgC9V0BDXdwnvmNO5CKh8E1DiNo+7QXcI8zilrqFHcdhHt0veSCCwR5+pA6PsW+Fs46SSVNO8 WSVbZGMGeJPSElMkGtU/xyuiGLfQiQCapUy7YibCdUImcC0oITK4goG9AetDQNqA+qnYweSc19rXRNL5S6AjRH6u+JhPpKDX1Xd2ZXqmkvE//zWjF6x+2EB1GMELDxIi8WJoZmlorZ5RIYiqEmlEmubzVZn0rKdCaqoEOwp1+eJfVK+aRsXx2WqreTNPJkh+yRA2KTI1Ill6RG6oSRR/JMXsmb8WS8GO/Gx7g1Z0xmtskfGJ8/Mn+aXA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1wv+CokQpRRcQV/BZNCYQ2ZxVi4=">AAACB3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY8eXAyCp7AbBB+noCAeIxgTyYYwO+lNhsw+mOkVw7LevPgrXjyoePUXvPk3ziY5aGJBQ1HVTXeXGwmu0LK+jdzc/MLiUn65sLK6tr5R3Ny6UWEsGdRZKELZdKkCwQOoI0cBzUgC9V0BDXdwnvmNO5CKh8E1DiNo+7QXcI8zilrqFHcdhHt0veSCCwR5+pA6PsW+Fs46SSVNO8 WSVbZGMGeJPSElMkGtU/xyuiGLfQiQCapUy7YibCdUImcC0oITK4goG9AetDQNqA+qnYweSc19rXRNL5S6AjRH6u+JhPpKDX1Xd2ZXqmkvE//zWjF6x+2EB1GMELDxIi8WJoZmlorZ5RIYiqEmlEmubzVZn0rKdCaqoEOwp1+eJfVK+aRsXx2WqreTNPJkh+yRA2KTI1Ill6RG6oSRR/JMXsmb8WS8GO/Gx7g1Z0xmtskfGJ8/Mn+aXA==</latexit>
(c) Source separation using
Full AET + mask
X<latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sD DNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZ PXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sD DNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZ PXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sD DNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZ PXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sD DNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZ PXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit>
X<latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sD DNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZ PXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sD DNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZ PXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sD DNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZ PXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sD DNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZ PXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit>
X<latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sD DNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZ PXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sD DNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZ PXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sD DNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZ PXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sD DNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZ PXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit>
X<latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sDDNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YV mM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZPXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sDDNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YV mM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZPXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sDDNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YV mM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZPXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4WYcHQA8S1zUIk61DEbFk+ZE10=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoN4KXjxWMLbYhrrZvrRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GTduDtg4sDDNvefMmTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+410mmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6LvzWEyrNE3lnxikGMR1IHnFGjZUeujE1wzDK25NetebW3SnIMvHmpAZzNHvVr24/YV mM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3k08QTcmKVPokSZZ80ZKr+/pHTWOtxHNrJIqFe9ArxP6+TmegyyLlMM4OSzRZFmSAmIcX5pM8VMiPGllCmuM1K2JAqyowtqWJL8BZPXib+Wf2q7t2e1xqPjVkbZTiCYzgFDy6gATfQBB8YSHiGV3hztPPivDsfs9GSM2/wEP7A+fwBU1aRLg==</latexit>
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Fig. 6. Masking based architectures for end-to-end speech separation. These
networks are derived from the STFT, AET and Full-AET architectures by
modifying their skipped connections to resemble masking. This allows the
AET and Full-AET versions to learn the latent representations and source
masks jointly.
(iii) STFT smoothed mask: uses smoothed real and
imaginary STFT coefficients and estimates masks for source
separation (Figure 6(a)).
(iv) AET: uses auto-encoder like convolutional layers to
learn adaptive bases. The front-end and synthesis layers share
the weights (Figure 5(a)).
(v) AET mask: uses auto-encoder like convolutional layers
to learn adaptive bases. The front-end and synthesis layers
share the weights. Estimates a mask at the output of the
separation network. (Figure 6(b))
(vi) Full-AET: uses auto-encoder like convolutional layers
to learn adaptive bases. The front-end and synthesis layers
have independent weights (Figure 5(b)).
(vii) Full-AET mask: uses auto-encoder like convolutional
layers to learn adaptive bases. The front-end and synthesis
layers have independent weights. Estimates a mask at the
output of the separation network (Figure 6(c)).
In the next section, we look into appropriate cost functions
for training these neural networks directly on the raw wave-
forms.
III. COST-FUNCTIONS FOR END-TO-END SPEECH
SEPARATION
Previously, magnitude spectrograms have been interpreted
as probability density functions of random variables with
varying characteristics. This has led to the use of divergence
based cost-functions for single channel source separation. Some
of these examples include Mean squared error (MSE) [26],
KL Divergence [27], [28] and IS divergence [28]. However
these are often used as proxies to the performance metrics
we ultimately measure, which are almost always waveform-
based. For end-to-end architectures, statistical metrics like
mean squared error [13], [8] and l-1 loss [17], [12] have been
tried. Cross-entropy and its modified versions have also been
tried out [10]. In source separation however, we most often
evaluate the performance of source separation algorithms using
BSS_Eval metrics viz., SDR, SIR, SAR [21] and Short-term
objective Intelligibility (STOI)[18] metrics. Thus, a logical step
is to interpret these metrics as cost-functions themselves.
In [8], we proposed the use of SDR as a cost-function that
can be applied to waveforms of end-to-end systems. We showed
that the use of SDR resulted in a significant improvement in
separation performance. SDR has also been used as a cost-
function for end-to-end source separation in [9]. In [22], we
expanded upon the premise to interpret SIR, SAR and STOI
as cost-functions for end-to-end separation. This allowed us to
experiment with combinations of these to improve separation
performance for the Full-AET architecture. In this paper,
we generalize the study and its conclusions by comparing
these cost-functions across architectures. First, we give a brief
summary on using BSS_Eval and STOI as cost functions. In
these cost functions, we denote the network output waveform as
x. This output should ideally match the source waveform y and
suppress the interference z. Thus, y and z are fixed constants
with respect to the optimization. The detailed derivations and
descriptions can be found in [22].
A. BSS_Eval Cost Functions
The distortions in the network output x can result from
the effects of the interfering source z or from the artifacts
introduced by the processing algorithm. SDR incorporates the
overall effect of distortions in the network output. The effects
of the interfering sources are observed in the SIR score. The
processing artifacts are measured by SAR. Maximizing SDR
with respect to x maximizes the correlation between x and y
and simultaneously minimizes the energy of x. This can be
given as,
maxSDR(x,y) ∝ min 〈xx〉〈xy〉2
Maximizing the SIR maximizes the correlation of the
network output x with the desired source y and minimizes the
correlation between x and the interference z.
maxSIR(x,y, z) ∝ min 〈xz〉
2
〈xy〉2
Removing the minimum energy constraint makes the network
focus predominantly on time-frequency bins that are dominated
by y and do not contain z. Thus, SIR as a cost-function needs
to be supported by SAR given as,




The SAR cost function does not distinguish between y and
z and cannot be used to train a network to separate the source
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from the interferences. However, in combination with SIR, it
can be used for end-to-end separation.
B. Short Term Objective Intelligibility (STOI)
The drawback of BSS_Eval metrics is that, they do not neces-
sarily reflect the amount of intelligibility of the resulting output.
STOI is a popular metric that correlates with subjective speech
intelligibility. The first step of computing the STOI metric is
to transform the audio signals into the time-frequency domain
using a 512-point STFT with a “Hann” window size of 256
samples and a hop of 128 samples. The STFT representations
are transformed into an octave band representation using 15
(1/3)rd octave bands that extend upto 10000Hz. These steps
are applied on the network output x and the source of interest
y to obtain Xˆ and Yˆ respectively. Here, Xˆj,m corresponds to
the energy of x in the j -th one-third octave band at the m -th
time frame.
Given Xˆ and Yˆ, the intermediate STOI measure for one bin,
denoted by dj,m depends on a neighborhood of N previous
bins. To do so, we construct new vectors Xj,m and Yj,m
consisting of N = 30 previous frames before the m -th time
frame as follows,
Xj,m = [Xˆj,m−N+1, Xˆj,m−N+2, ..., Xˆj,m]T
We scale and clip Xj,m to construct X¯j,m as follows,
X¯j,m(n) = min
(‖Yj,m‖
‖Xj,m‖Xj,m(n), (1 + 10
−β/20)Yj,m(n)
)
In this equation, Xj,m(n) denotes the n -th value of Xj,m
and β is set to −15 dB. The intermediate intelligibility matrix,
dj,m can be calculated as the correlation between X¯j,m and
Yj,m. This can be written as,
dj,m =
(X¯j,m − µX¯j,m)T (Yj,m − µYj,m)
‖X¯j,m − µX¯j,m‖ · ‖Yj,m − µYj,m‖
The overall STOI metric is given as the average of dj,m over
all time-frames and all octave bands. Thus, maximizing STOI
as a cost-function maximizes the correlation between the
octave band representations of x and y.
Based on our previous work [22], we can draw the following
conclusions based on the use of these cost functions. Each
function captures different salient aspects of source separation
and a good strategy to improve separation performance is to use
a combination of cost functions. For the Full-AET separation
network, 0.75×SDR+0.25×STOI gives the best performance
overall in terms of preserving the target source and intelligibility
of the separated result. Also, 0.5 × SIR+0.5 × SAR gives
the best results in suppressing the interference among the
cost-functions tested. In this paper, we compare the use of
MSE, SDR, 0.75×SDR+0.25×STOI and 0.5×SIR+0.5×
SAR across multiple architectures in order to generalize these
conclusions. The details of the listening tests and results are
given in section IV-B.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Having developed a strategy to learn end-to-end source
separation models, we turn our attention to evaluating the
proposed models and cost functions. We divide the experiments
into two segments: (i) Evaluating end-to-end AET networks
(ii) Evaluating cost functions.
A. Separation Experiments
In this segment, we describe a series of experiments
to compare the separation performances of the proposed
end-to-end source separation architectures. We first describe
the dataset for these experiments.
1) Dataset: For our experiments, we used the training-
folders (si_tr_s) of the Wallstreet Journal 0 (WSJ0) [29]
corpus. 25 male and 25 female speakers were selected at
random for training our networks. For the evaluations, we
selected a different set of 10 male and 10 female speakers.
Thus, the evaluation is truly speaker independent because,
the evaluation speakers and mixtures were not a part of the
training set. For training, we randomly selected a pair of
male and female speakers from the training set speakers. An
audio utterance was selected at random for each speaker and
a 2-sec snippet was drawn at random from each utterance.
These snippets were mixed at 0 dB to generate the mixture
waveform. The female utterance was selected as the source
of interest and all the networks were trained to separate the
female speech from the mixture. For the evaluations, we
constructed similar male-female speaker mixtures at 0 dB
from speakers selected for testing.
2) Experimental Setup: We now describe the parameters
of our network architecture. For the STFT front-end, the
coefficients were computed using a Hann window of duration
1024 samples at a hop of 16 samples. For the smoothed
STFT version, the front-end consisted of 1024 coefficients
with 512 real and 512 imaginary components each. For these
coefficients, a smoothing operation of duration 5 samples
resulted in a smooth modulation spectrogram as shown in
Figure 2. Thus, smoothing layer filters were set to a length
of 5 so as to average over 5 previous frames. For the AET
networks, a front-end convolutional layer was set to have a
stride of 16 samples so as to enable a fair comparison with the
fixed front-end networks. The separation network consisted
of a cascade of 3 dense layers, each followed by a softplus
non-linearity. For the masking based networks, a sigmoid
non-linearity was used in the last dense layer. Each of these
hidden layers were selected to have a depth of 512 neurons
each. For these experiments, all the networks were trained
using SDR as the cost-function.
3) Source separation performance: The first experiment
aims to compare the separation performance of the proposed
end-to-end architectures. We construct a training dataset
as outlined in section IV-A1 of 200 minute duration. All
the networks were trained on this dataset and evaluated
on a testset of duration 20 minutes. We compare the



































































Fig. 7. Comparison of the separation performance of the proposed models in terms of BSS_Eval metrics: SDR, SIR and SAR. We see that estimating a mask
instead of directly estimating the source improves separation performance. The use of end-to-end neural networks to learn adaptive front-ends also boosts
separation performance.
models in terms of the BSS_Eval metrics: SDR, SIR
and SAR computed on the test set. Figure 7 gives the
results of the experiment in the form of a box plot that
shows the median (solid line in the middle) and the 25th
percentile and the 75th percentile points as the box extremities.
We observe that the smoothed STFT model is comparable
to the STFT model in terms of median separation performance.
However, it results in a higher variance compared to the STFT
front-end. Another consistent feature of these experiments
is that, estimating a separation mask results in a significant
improvement compared to directly estimating the sources.
This can be seen from the following pairs of violin-plots:
STFT smoothed & STFT smoothed mask, AET & AET mask,
Full-AET & Full-AET mask. The results also demonstrate a
consistent improvement in the separation performance as we
move towards a completely trainable network with adaptive
front-ends, with the Full-AET mask network significantly
outperforming the rest.
4) Effect of training data size: The performance of neural
network based approaches are affected by the amount of data
available for training. The next experiment aims to quantify
the separation performance of end-to-end source separation
at varying amounts of training data. We construct training
sets of duration 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 minutes and a test
set of duration 20 minutes. The generation of these datasets
has been described in section IV-A1. For simplicity and ease
of understanding, we show the results of the experiment
for a few selected representative networks viz., STFT, AET,
Full-AET and Full-AET mask. Since SDR gives the overall
metric for measuring separation performance, we plot the
comparison in terms of SDR. Figure 8 shows the change in
performance of the networks with an increase in training
data size. The plots show the median SDR value (left) and
the variance of SDR (right) at varying amounts of training data.
We see that increasing the training data size improves the
separation performance consistently for all the models. Beyond
100 mins of training data, the improvement in separation
performance is not very prominent for all the models. As
expected, higher amount of training data favor end-to-end
architectures as they show significantly better separation on
speech mixtures.
5) Effect of stride: One of the advantages of the STFT is
that STFTs allow us to perfectly reconstruct the audio signal
from a highly sub-sampled time-frequency representation.
Perfect reconstruction is achieved by using overlapping
windows and specific values of hop [30]. In case of the
adaptive front-ends the STFT hop has been replaced by the
stride of the front-end convolutional layers. We now consider
the effect of strides on source separation performance. As
before, we plot the variation in median SDR for different
values of stride for STFT, AET, Full-AET and Full-AET
mask models. To have a fair comparison with the STFT
model, we show the plots for hop/stride values that give
perfect reconstruction for a window-size of 1024 samples.
The advantage of using strided convolutional layers is that it
reduces the number of computations required.
Figure 9 shows the variation in SDR for varying values of
stride. There are a few key differences in strided convolutions
as compared to STFT front-ends. (i) STFTs allow us to
perfectly reconstruct the audio signal in time only for specific
values of the hop size [30]. In the case of end-to-end networks,
strided convolutional layers can be trained to reconstruct
the waveforms for all values of stride upto 32 samples.
The window shape and bases are adaptively learned to suit
the stride without restrictions. (ii) There is no significant
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Fig. 8. (Left) A plot of separation performance in terms of median SDR value at varying amounts of training data. (Right) A plot of variance of SDR at
varying amount of training data. The variance of the separation results decreases with increasing training data size for all the models. The improvement in
separation performance is not very pronounced beyond 100 minutes of training data. Here again, the Full-AET mask model outperforms the rest of the models.
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Fig. 9. Plot of separation performance vs convolutional layer stride/hop. In case
of the STFT, the separation performance remains consistent as it continues to
have perfect reconstruction. In case of these end-to-end models, the separation
performance rolls off significantly if we increase the stride beyond 32 samples.
Thus, the adaptive latent representation cannot be as highly subsampled as
the STFT.
improvement or deterioration in separation performance for
strides upto 16 samples. Increasing the stride beyond 32
samples results in a sharp fall in separation performance.
However, the STFT continues to perfectly reconstruct the
audio signal if the hop size is appropriately chosen.
B. Subjective Listening Tests
For the second segment of our experiments, the goal is
to compare and rate the use of different cost functions for
end-to-end source separation. As before, we restrict our
attention to the following 4 models: STFT, AET, Full-AET
and Full-AET mask. The networks were trained on a training
set of duration 200 minutes using different cost functions. The
experimental setup used is described in section IV-A2. Since
the cost functions use BSS_Eval and STOI metrics themselves,
a fair assessment would require the use of subjective listening
tests to evaluate the performance of these cost functions. In
these tests, we compare the separation performance under the
following costs:
(i) Mean squared error
(ii) SDR
(iii) 0.75× SDR+0.25× STOI
(iv) 0.75× SIR+0.25× SAR
(iii) and (iv) were selected based on the fact that they
gave the best separation results in subjective tests conducted
in our earlier work in [22]. We scale the value of each
cost-function to unity before starting training. This was done
to appropriately implement the weighting of terms in case of
composite cost-functions. We used the CAQE toolkit [31] to
conduct our subjective listening tests by recruiting listeners
over Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Subjective listening
tests conducted over CAQE have been shown to yield results
consistent with those performed under controlled environments.
1) Recruiting Participants: We now briefly describe our
approach to recruiting participants over AMT. Listeners that
were atleast 18 years of age and with no previous history of
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STFT (left-most) AET (left-center) Full AET (right-center) Full AET Mask (right-most)
Fig. 10. Subjective listening test scores for tasks (a) Preservation of target source. (b) Suppression of interfering sources. (c) Suppression of artifacts (d) Speech
intelligibility for the following models: STFT (left bar), AET (left-center bar), Full-AET (right-center bar) and Full-AET mask (right bar). The horizontal axis
shows the cost function used for training. The distribution of scores is presented as a box-plot where, the solid line in the middle give the median value and
the extremities of the box give the 25th and 75th percentile values.
hearing impairments were recruited for the listening tests. The
listeners were tested with a few brief hearing tests where the
listener had to correctly identify the number of sinusoidal
tones in an audio played to them. The pariticipants were
afforded two attempts to get the answers correct, otherwise
their response was rejected. We recruited a total of 180
participants over AMT for these tests.
2) Experiments: The cost functions and networks were
compared in terms of four distinct separation tasks: (i)
Preservation of target source, (ii) Suppression of interference,
(iii) Absence of additional artifacts, and (iv) Speech
intelligibility. The objective equivalent metrics for these tasks
are SDR, SIR, SAR and STOI respectively. In addition to a
description of the task, the listeners were trained by providing
them with an example mixture, the clean sources and 3 good
and bad separation examples for each task. To identify these
good and bad examples, the equivalent objective metric scores
were used and audio examples with exceptionally high or
low scores were selected at random. Listeners were asked to
provide a mean opinion score between 0− 100 for each task.
After the training step, listeners were asked to rate 16 audio
examples, one for each cost function and model pair. This
was done to have a level of consistency across these scores
for every set. The listeners were also provided with the clean
source to be used as the baseline. The audio examples were
unlabelled and randomized to avoid biasing the listener scores.
3) Results and Discussion: Figure 10 gives the mean-opinion
scores of the subjective listening tests as a bar-plot. The
median score (solid line at the center) and the 25th, 75th
percentile values (box edges) are shown in the plots. From these
plots, we see that moving towards an end-to-end separation
networks and masking based separation networks improves
separation performance. This is observed in the fact that the best
overall results are obtained by the Full-AET masking model.
The subjective scores corroborate the objective evaluations
performed in section IV-A3. These listening tests also allow
us to generalize the claims of our preliminary listening test
performed in [22]. We observe that using a combination of
SDR and STOI gives better separation performance in terms
of preserving the target source and speech intelligibility. SDR
continues to be cost function of choice when it comes to
minimal artifacts for source separation across all the four
models. Similarly, a combination of SIR and SAR as the cost
function gives the best suppression of the interfering sources.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown how we can generalize existing
STFT based source separation networks to develop end-to-end
neural networks for source separation. We extend this further
to propose mask based end-to-end networks that allow us
to simultaneously optimize over latent representations of the
waveform and the estimation masks. Finally, we show how
these architectures allow us to utilize cost functions that directly
map to perceived performance. Our experiments reveal that
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these models outperform existing architectures significantly in
terms of separation performance. The results of listening tests
corroborate to the superiority of masking based end-to-end
networks over existing architectures. Through the listening
tests, we also compared the separation results of performance
based cost functions for end-to-end separation and draw the
following conclusions: (i) A SDR-STOI combination gives
the best separation performance in terms of preserving the
target source. (ii) Maximizing the SDR also produces the least
artifacts among the cost-functions tested. (iii) A combination of
SIR and SAR gives the best suppression of interfering sources.
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